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INTRODUCTION 

 
Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) is in the consultation phase of developing a Blue 
Economy Strategy for Canada.  
 
On May 28, 2021, Memorial University’s Office of Public Engagement convened a consultation session 
that brought together academics and university administration, industry, governments, and community 
organizations to discuss the needs and opportunities of Newfoundland and Labrador’s (and Canada’s) 
ocean stakeholders and to contribute a meaningful, pan-sectoral “what we heard” submission to the Blue 
Economy Strategy consultation. The session was also an opportunity for Memorial to gather information 
and input on provincial blue economy-related needs, opportunities, and priorities to support future 
planning and institutional initiatives. 
 
The focus of the consultation was to make sure the needs and opportunities of Newfoundland and 
Labrador and the Atlantic region are well-articulated and reflected in the future of Canada’s ocean 
economies, specifically, and the province as a whole. Canada’s Blue Economy Strategy will shape the 
nation’s ocean economies for years to come. A number of factors, including the pandemic, the province’s 
economic situation, demographic shifts, and climate change, are making this conversation even more 
essential.  
 
The consultation sessions were built on the themes of the Blue Economy Strategy Engagement Paper’s 
“Positioning Canada” section: natural environment, innovation, science and data, market access, 
business environment, regulation, and finance. 
 

 
WHAT WE HEARD 

The following is a synthesis of “what we heard” as feedback and input to Canada’s Blue Economy 
Strategy. It provides a Newfoundland and Labrador-specific context to the national consultation, 
identifying the embedded challenges, and suggesting opportunities to unlock this province’s potential and 
support the growth of Canada’s blue economy overall. 
 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

Below are the challenges and opportunities identified relating to the business environment in 
Newfoundland and Labrador, and Canada, in the context of the blue economy: 
 

 Support start-ups and business growth: The province is fortunate to have a strong base of ocean 

industry companies that are competing globally. Despite its strong start-up culture, Newfoundland and 
Labrador appears to have a low number of start-ups, specifically in the ocean sectors. A strong small 
to medium-sized enterprise (SME) community is essential to drive projects and provide specific 
expertise to larger companies. It is important to foster start-up enterprises to support our ocean 
economy and to connect these start-ups and SMEs with ocean industry leaders. This would facilitate 
proof of concept testing and offer access to supply chain opportunities.   

 Support talent attraction and retention: Newfoundland and Labrador and certain sectors of 
Canada’s ocean economy, such as the commercial fisheries, are experiencing significant 
demographic challenges, especially related to an aging workforce. Talent attraction and retention is 
also a challenge. The following were identified as possible mitigations/strategies to support talent 
attraction and retention in the ocean economy:  

o Attract and retain talent, targeting youth: The education system needs to attract youth to the 
ocean sectors, in both rural and urban areas, and to focus on the reality of ocean technology 
in 2021. The province needs to develop and implement a talent development and attraction 
program that supports job creation for the ocean economy, focusing on digitalization, STEM, 
and business management skills, global marketing and energy transition. Additionally, the 
province and industry should promote an ocean innovation economy that advances 
innovation to excite young people, so that the work isn’t considered too labour intensive and 
unattractive.  
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o Diversify Canada’s ocean economy talent pool: Inclusion and diversity are major challenges 
for the ocean industries, which tend to be male-dominated (based on traditional natural 
resources structures.) For instance, the Indigenous population in Canada is the youngest and 
fastest growing demographic, yet this potential talent pool remains untapped. Government 
was encouraged to raise awareness of ocean industry opportunities and educate and 
connect to under-represented communities to access this potential. There is also a need to 
provide consistent, ongoing funding to engage and educate underrepresented groups.  

 Improve broadband access: Although COVID-19 has enabled more people to work remotely, thus 
presenting a significant opportunity for rural and remote communities, these areas have significant 
bandwidth limitations. Investment in and strengthening telecommunications infrastructure / bandwidth 
support in rural communities will develop a pathway for Indigenous and rural communities.  

 Insights for Memorial University: Canada’s universities and institutions can play a significant role to 
help address some of these issues, including their ability to support remote education and their 
connections with Indigenous communities. Developing an oceans education curriculum would also 
help ensure our youth are aware of ocean-based careers. Memorial University, specifically, could 
help leverage its successful international student program and support ocean-related technologies 
and companies to encourage in-migration. It could also make stronger connections between its 
business school and technology organizations to support an integrated approach to entrepreneurship, 
innovation, research and partnerships within the ocean economy. 

 
INNOVATION 

Various metrics suggest Canada’s ocean economy lags in business innovation, productivity and 
commercialization compared with many jurisdictions. The following challenges and opportunities were 
identified relating to innovation in the blue economy for both Newfoundland and Labrador and Canada: 
 

 Support innovation ecosystem development: The province is a global leader in cold-ocean and 
marine operations and an internationally renowned Arctic innovation hub with more than 40 research 
facilities. Despite significant experience and expertise relating to ocean innovation, Newfoundland 
and Labrador’s ecosystem is limited with no innovation centres or tech parks to support technology 
development and commercialization. A culture of silos coupled with a lack of long-term funding have 
contributed to the lack of progress to mature the province’s innovation ecosystem. These innovation 
ecosystem gaps need to be addressed and appropriately financed.  

 Support the full innovation lifecycle: Ocean technologies often require costly equipment, facilities 
and longer time-frames for testing and scaling up before they can get to market and realize a return 
on investment. Technology demonstration is an especially challenging phase in the development of 
new technology and requires both sufficient funding as well as access to suitable test facilities. This 
requires a combination of high capital needs and longer return periods, which makes financing 
extremely challenging. Demonstration of new technologies at field level, especially offshore, often 
puts large values at risk and is often limited.  

 The province’s innovation ecosystem needs stronger demonstration, piloting and proof of concept 
supports, and access to facilities to support the full innovation life cycle. This capacity could be 
supported through incentives, regulations, and improved collaboration. It is recommended that more 
growth policies be implemented to help promising innovations move from the research and 
development (R&D) stage to the point where they are ready for large scale market entry through the 
“valley of death” with greater support for proof of concept / demonstration or pilots and then scale up.  

 Drive innovation with Canada serving as a catalyst customer and thereby opening global 
markets: The Government of Canada should use its purchasing power to catalyze domestic 
innovation by being the 'first or catalyst customer' that provides critical validation and scaling to help 
Canada’s ocean technology companies penetrate markets locally and globally. Public procurement 
programs, which connect to R&D policy by supporting innovation and the competitiveness of SME 
innovators, can play an important role in a country’s overall innovation policy. Made-in-Canada 
innovation must be nurtured across Government of Canada departments, which are heavily siloed. 
Interdepartmental and intergovernmental cooperation is essential if Canada is to realize its innovation 
potential.  
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 Support the digital transformation of the blue economy: The global economy is experiencing a 
digital transformation, driven primarily by climate change and cost pressures. The province is lagging 
behind other jurisdictions when it comes to the digitalization of its ocean economy despite the fact 
that Newfoundland and Labrador has a growing technology sector. In fact, there has been limited 
cross sector collaboration between the ocean and tech sectors. There is opportunity to connect, 
educate and leverage strong local tech expertise for the ocean economy to support the digital 
transformation of the blue economy as well as the growth of the tech ecosystem.  

 Insights for Memorial University: When it comes to digital transformation of the ocean sectors, 
Memorial University should determine where it fits to advance the ocean economy’s digital growth. 
Advancing Artificial Intelligence (AI) would strengthen the sector’s competitive advantage and 
improve ocean science.  

 Canada’s post-secondary education system can play a greater role to support proof of concept 
initiatives. Memorial University is encouraged to serve as the province’s innovation laboratory and a 
cold ocean incubator to drive the commercialization of innovation.  

 Memorial’s cold ocean and Arctic, science, technology and society (COASTS) toolbox is strong, with 
the Marine Institute, C-CORE, the faculties of Engineering, Science, and Humanities and Social 
Sciences, among many others. It is a huge asset and can play a stronger role in facilitating and 
collaborating across sectors, fostering research, funding, expert support, piloting, energy transition, 
etc. Memorial can offer a multidisciplinary approach to innovation to solve problems, road map the 
needs of a blue economy, and support private-sector innovation and growth.  

 

REGULATION 

Canada’s regulatory framework overseeing the ocean economy sectors was a recurring theme 
throughout the consultation, both within the specific breakout sessions on the topic, and in other sessions. 
Repeatedly, Canada was referred to as one of the most highly regulated countries in the world, from an 
environmental, social and governmental perspective. The following challenges and opportunities were 
identified relating to blue economy regulations in both Newfoundland and Labrador and Canada: 
 

 When describing Canada’s national regulatory framework, participants used terms such as onerous, 
prescriptive, cumbersome, dated, slow to adapt, prohibiting economic growth, politically influenced, 
and polarizing. Many said the pace of change and Canada’s inability to support an agile and flexible 
regulatory environment is putting the country at a competitive disadvantage. However, some 
cautioned that each sector is complex, with its own layers of regulations, and some other ocean 
sectors have different perspectives than others. For instance, some policies in fisheries, while older, 
are key to sustaining benefits to communities for the province.  

 Promote efficiencies, performance-based regulations and collaboration: There were calls for a 
regulatory culture which would drive constructive collaboration and efficiencies to maximize the value 
of the province’s ocean resources, including performance-based regulations, such as encouraging 
rapid development, demonstration, and adoption of new innovation. Participants said Canada should 
encourage and establish processes so regulators work together better, for instance, in marine spatial 
planning.  

 Both the oil and gas industry and aquaculture sectors were identified as experiencing significant 
regulatory pressure. Despite being an industry that is worth billions for Canada, the aquaculture 
industry’s biggest barrier is the regulatory framework. Oil and gas representatives mentioned that 
while the regulations are complex, the industry is committed to being compliant; however, the 
framework is time consuming and onerous, which is negatively impacting the pace of offshore 
development. 

 Support innovation through agile regulations: To support the innovation growth of Canada’s blue 
economy, regulations must be nimble enough to allow for new tech to be developed, implemented, 
and tested and for Canada to remain competitive with other jurisdictions. Examples provided were the 
introduction of automation to port operations, marine shipping and trucking, autonomous ocean ships, 
reducing emissions and improve efficiency using hybrid fishing vessels – all of which are 
opportunities to advance and contribute to the blue economy. Artificial Intelligence could be leveraged 
for more objective decision-making. Reducing the complexity of earning carbon credits from the 
ocean economy was also mentioned as an area of opportunity for sustainable innovation. 
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 Insights for Memorial University: Memorial University has a role to support Canada’s regulatory 
processes as a valuable resource offering independent insight and knowledge. It can help shape 
regulations as a knowledgeable convenor, encourage multi-disciplinary engagement and contribute 
from a scientific perspective supporting ocean health and sustainability. It can also serve as an 
integrator, ensuring the full ecosystem is considered, from an economic, social, cultural, and 
sustainability perspective. 

 

FINANCE 

The following challenges and opportunities were identified relating to finance in Newfoundland and 
Labrador’s, and Canada’s blue economy: 
 

 Improve awareness and access to funding: It seems businesses in Newfoundland and Labrador 
are getting a disproportionally lower level of federal funding specifically relating to innovation as 
compared to the rest of Canada. Based on low participation rates, local companies maybe facing 
obstacles or are not aware of federal funding opportunities. The revenue criteria could be too high for 
smaller companies. Sometimes federal business funds require provincial matching; however, there 
are often no similar provincial programs to match the federal programs.  

 It is important to ensure businesses can access government R&D, business development, and growth 
funding. As well, participants recommended programs are configured so provincial companies can 
meet the application criteria. They also suggested supports for businesses be established to help 
them better understand, prepare, and apply for funding programs. Finally, it was important to ensure 
local companies are aware of funding programs and are guided to avail of these funding/financing 
opportunities. 

 Diversify funding by encouraging private sector investment in the ocean economy: There is 
limited angel investment and venture capital support for the province’s ocean economy. Critical areas 
included improving the private investment climate and increase knowledge of funding/investment 
avenues, such as investment attraction programs; promoting greater availability of venture capital for 
ocean technology development; and implementing tax policy to encourage ocean technology 
development and commercialization, such as angel investor tax credits or VAT reductions. 

 Insights for Memorial University: Memorial University has a great deal of experience accessing 

private and public funding. Participants asked: Is there a role for Memorial to help bridge the apparent 
gap for businesses to access federal funding supports? Does it have a role to promote and support 
Public/Private Partnerships? 

 
MARKET ACCESS 

The following market access challenges and opportunities were identified relating to Newfoundland and 
Labrador’s, and Canada’s, blue economy: 
 

 Improve international programming leveraging the province’s cold ocean expertise: When 
compared to other ocean economies in the country, Newfoundland and Labrador does not have a 
strong track record attracting international investments into the province. The Government of Canada 
is encouraged to prioritize and invest in international market development, such as strengthening 
export programs, marketing programs, international agreements, and investment attraction initiatives 
to support ocean tech innovation and market development. It should also focus more on 
communicating and bolstering the province’s already strong value proposition in Canada’s blue 
economy, including ocean technology, biodiversity, and remote sensing, positioning the province as a 
centre for cold ocean excellence and innovation.  

 Improve access to DFO: Ocean technology innovation companies in Canada, which are typically 
SMEs, need better support, road mapping and “way finding” services to understand the complexity of 
the procurement process and decision-makers within the heavily siloed Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, which is Canada’s largest ocean technology customer. 

 Provide expert advice: The federal government has a role to play in providing expertise and advice 
to SMEs hoping to access new markets, particularly as it relates to Canada’s oceans. Finding ocean-
specific mentors to help companies initiate/accelerate activities is extremely difficult. Government is 
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encouraged to provide access to Government of Canada expertise to build executive and senior 
management capacity within organizations.  

 Insights for Memorial University: Throughout the discussions, Memorial’s role as a connector and 
convenor was mentioned repeatedly. Its international connections and corporate relationships should 
be leveraged to support greater market access for provincial innovation, ocean industries, 
partnerships and the transfer of knowledge. The Office of Public Engagement was encouraged to 
foster more collaboration across the province’s multi-sector ocean industries. It can also play a role in 
connecting entrepreneurs to programs in science and technology and link them to what the blue 
economy is demanding.  

 

SCIENCE AND DATA SHARING 

The importance of science and disseminating data is a significant challenge, not just internationally, but 
also domestically. The following challenges and opportunities relating to science and data sharing were 
identified for the blue economy in both Newfoundland and Labrador and Canada: 
 

 Share data to support collaboration: It is believed that cross sector collaboration will improve with 
open data to support innovation activities. However, there are capacity challenges to manage this 
across all the ocean sectors, such as people, funding and time to manage a significant data sharing 
initiative. There is a need for a data sharing forum or open sharing requirement (potentially through 
regulation) where data is shared. The focus would support a holistic approach on how we share 
information and interact with one another, while supporting cross-sectoral data sharing between oil 
and gas, aquaculture, marine transportation, ocean tech, etc.  

 Support infrastructure and broadband improvements: There is need for more infrastructure to 

support big data storage and analysis. Additionally, to support ecosystem development in rural areas, 
where the majority of ocean economy activities take place, more investment is requirement to support 
broadband and telecommunications infrastructure in rural and remote areas. 

 Form Indigenous knowledge partnerships: There are currently large data gaps in Canada’s north. 

Much needs to be done to address the significant climate change challenges currently being 
experienced in the north, with unpredictable sea ice conditions, which are negatively affecting 
transportation, food security and Indigenous culture. Indigenous culture and traditional knowledge 
offer valuable information. Policy makers need to build capacity and include Indigenous knowledge. 
There is need for a more holistic perspective with interdisciplinary work incorporating Indigenous 
knowledge through partnerships. This would contribute to improved marine spatial planning/marine 
science and local ecological knowledge. Turning data from the north (including traditional knowledge) 
into information that can be used in policy is critical. We need to be mindful about data collection in 
northern communities. The data collected belongs to the communities; it cannot be assumed that it 
can be disseminated. This is tied to reconciliation and must be respected. 

 Improve data – being agile, innovative and using the latest in technology and science: There is 
need for more fisheries data and improved modelling of our fish stocks. Governments must be agile, 
innovative and use the latest in technology and science, particularly relating to climate change in the 
north, invasive species, and resource management to support the sustainable use of the ocean. This 
would require an integrated approach to ocean research and stock assessments taking into 
consideration the full ecosystem, including culture, society, benefiting coastal communities and 
fostering collaboration.  

 Foster international collaboration: Data sharing and collaboration is encouraged in the monitoring 

of our oceans with leading international jurisdictions, such as with Scotland, Chile, and Norway. 

 Insights for Memorial University: Canada’s universities are rich with diverse sets of data scattered 
across a wide range of areas, which can be challenging to access. Government is encouraged to help 
unlock the potential knowledge and data sources of our academic institutions to ultimately support 
ocean health, energy transition, ocean management schemes and improve the global positioning and 
competitiveness of Canada’s ocean economy.  

 Fisheries policy is driven by data and science. Memorial University has a role to support improved 
integration with communities by adding its insight and expertise in socio-economic analysis to 
complement DFO science. It could also play a role in managing or convening a data-sharing forum.  
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

The following challenges and opportunities were identified relating to the natural environment of the blue 
economy in Newfoundland and Labrador and Canada: 
 

 Establish an ocean industry collaborative forum: During the consultation, there were calls for the 

Government of Canada to support both the health and the wealth of our oceans through increased 
collaboration. However, there is little coordination and collaboration across the blue economy, and it 
is believed this is putting the province, and therefore Canada, at a strategic disadvantage. There are 
no forums or entities who are accountable to support the province’s ocean economy, foster 
collaboration, and drive strategic innovations. There were calls for a business community champion, 
in the form of a coordinating body, to focus on wealth creation, foster cross industry collaboration, 
break down silos, support innovation, serve as a bridge to information, and ultimately support and 
drive the province’s and Canada’s blue economy. It is recommended this be a cross-sector convening 
body which would develop an ecosystem framework, governance model and strategy including 
industry, regulators, and government. It would define targets, innovation priorities, develop strategy, 
achieve alignment, and establish an accountability monitoring framework.  

 Break down silos: Companies are struggling with the significant silos that exist within DFO and they 
have encouraged government to break down its institutional walls and open its doors to innovation, 
business activity, collaboration, shared data, and science to foster the growth of Canada’s blue 
economy.  

 Support diversification and leverage ocean expertise to support Canada's energy transition: 
There is growing interest in Newfoundland and Labrador to diversify its economy – an economy 
strongly connected to its ocean and offshore oil and gas development. The province offers strong 
elements to support Canada’s energy transition, such as its expertise and capacity in ocean 
technology, remote sensing, marine operations, and harsh environments; its strong university and 
research institutions; and its burgeoning start-up and technology communities. With its well-educated 
and industrious workforce, the province offers significant technical strengths and industrial capacity, 
including engineering, marine operations, innovation, big project management, and fabrication as well 
as its supply chain, skills, and infrastructure. It can play a pivotal role in the global energy transition 
and contribute to a stronger clean technology sector, adding significantly to Canada’s 
competitiveness as it takes advantage of opportunities driven by the global energy transition and blue 
economy.  

 When it comes to energy security and diversification, Muskrat Falls has the potential to offer 
tremendous opportunities as the province will soon be the only jurisdiction in North America with 
100% renewable energy. This energy can also be used to develop other clean energies, such as 
hydrogen, which offers significant industrial cleantech opportunities. 

 Leverage expertise to support sustainable oceans: There is a need to focus on the sustainable 

use of the ocean, to support more and better fisheries data using the latest in science, to have better 
modelling, and to establish a better understanding of ocean and different species’ health. It was 
suggested the province leverage its harsh environment expertise and innovations to provide greater 
insights relating to climate change, specifically for coastal and northern communities.  

 Insights for Memorial University: Memorial has a role as a convener, as it did during this specific 
consultation. With its broad expertise across all aspects of the blue economy, the university can be a 
conduit for the exchange of information and work to improve collaboration across the ocean sectors. 
However, it too must improve its own culture of collaboration across disciplines as well as with 
communities, business and government partners.  

 
TELL OUR OCEAN EXCELLENCE STORY 

In addition to the section themes of the structured consultation, participants repeatedly referred to the 
province’s significant global experience and expertise relating to its ocean economy. They also expressed 
concern that the province is not telling this compelling story internationally, nationally or provincially: “it 
does not promote itself on a world stage.” The following challenges and opportunities were identified 
relating to Newfoundland and Labrador’s ocean excellence story and its relevance to the blue economy of 
Canada and the province: 
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 Despite being one of Canada’s strongest ocean economies, the contribution that Newfoundland and 
Labrador is making to Canada’s blue economy and globally is not well known. The province does not 
often identify itself as an ocean economy. Its strengths are not being communicated, and therefore, 
not well understood. The province is recognized globally for its cold ocean and harsh environment 
expertise. It is home to a cluster of companies, institutions, and R&D facilities who are leading 
advanced scientific research and are creating some of the world’s most innovative cold ocean 
technologies, which are exported globally. Why don’t our national and international counterparts and 
stakeholders understand this? 

 Tell our blue economy story: Government is encouraged to support the development of a 

communications plan and marketing program to highlight Canada’s, including Newfoundland and 
Labrador’s, value proposition; its narrative and marketplace opportunity relating to the blue ocean 
economy; encouraging young people; fostering partnerships; attracting investments; and opening 
doors to new markets, exporting globally. A broader perspective of the province’s ocean economy 
should be highlighted based on the province’s ocean assets and strengths to support economic 
growth, the environmental health of our oceans, and Canada’s position in the blue economy. 

 Change the narrative: Fear was expressed that young people are unaware and potentially 
uninspired to pursue careers in the ocean economy and this is likely affecting talent attraction and 
immigration programs. For instance, across the province and country, there is a belief that the 
fisheries and seafood sector is a dying “old school” industry, despite being a large innovator and 
contributor to the economy. This kind of thinking contributes to the labour shortage this thriving and 
successful industry is facing. During the global pandemic, for example, the fisheries was successful in 
keeping boats operating, supply chains going, and food sources secure, yet very few know this story. 
With improved communications, the narrative can highlight the strengths and attractiveness of 
working in the ocean sectors. 

 Improve market access: The lack of a Newfoundland and Labrador narrative across the country and 
globally is negatively affecting new market access for businesses and international investments, while 
also influencing how companies, in particular Canada’s tech community, think about the province as a 
place to relocate. It was suggested the province develop a distinct marketplace position, specifically 
relating to its harsh environment technologies and expertise.  

 Market to domestic markets: Domestically, markets need to be better developed across Canada, 
promoting fish resources as a valuable, healthy, and locally produced food source. We need to make 
Canadians aware and help them integrate our products as a food source in our daily lives. The 
province could add more value and returns for all parts of our province and country from seafood.  

 Insights for Memorial University: Memorial University and Canada’s post-secondary education 

sector should leverage its international networks and communicate the academic and innovation 
strengths in Canada’s, and Newfoundland and Labrador’s, blue economy. They also have a role to 
keep informed on international activities and trends and foster international collaboration and 
partnership. Memorial is encouraged to act as a champion for our ocean industries and for the 
province’s natural resources sectors, providing objective, fact-based support that adds credibility and 
contributes to a stronger reputation for our blue economy.  
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SUMMARY 

 
 

CONCLUSION: WHY CANADA’S BLUE ECONOMY STRATEGY MATTERS 

Newfoundland and Labrador’s bond with the ocean is unique. It connects the province, culturally, 
historically, socially, and economically. As one of Canada’s largest ocean economies, the province is 
creating employment, business opportunities, and innovation for stronger rural and urban communities.  
Its harsh ocean environment is globally unique – rich with an abundance of ocean resources, such as 
world-class petroleum reserves, fish and marine life. The province is an international centre for ocean 
expertise and marine technology across all ocean sectors, including the fisheries and aquaculture; 
petroleum; ocean technology and sciences; marine maintenance and shipbuilding; seaport services; and 
shipping.  
 
Memorial University appreciated the insights and knowledge shared from this group of diverse ocean 
economy stakeholders to support its own future planning and institutional initiatives, such as its COASTS 
initiative. An integrated approach to both research and curriculum is needed to support the province’s 
diverse ocean ecosystem, including social sciences, humanities and business, as well as science and 
technology. Feedback throughout the sessions recognized the importance of Memorial University and its 
Office of Public Engagement as a convenor of this consultation, as well as the future role it should play to 
support the strategic positioning and future success of the province’s and Canada’s Blue Economy 
Strategy. 
 
When one considers the depth and strength of Newfoundland and Labrador’s blue economy, it is not 
surprising that participation in a blue economy strategy consultation was high, involving more than 100 
stakeholders and leaders from industry, governments, academia and associations, and representing most 
sectors in the province’s diverse blue economy.  
 
The dialogue was thoughtful and robust, as participants understood the importance of Canada’s Blue 
Economy Strategy for both the province and the country. It is hoped the feedback and insights provided 
through this process will contribute to the success of Canada’s Blue Economy Strategy and the nation’s 
oceans economy. A strong Canadian blue economy is a strong Newfoundland and Labrador blue 
economy, and vice versa.  



APPENDIX A: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

 
 

Blue Economy Session 
 

Participant Breakdown by Organizaton 
   

First Name Last Name Company/Organization 

      

MUN     

Florian Villaumé Memorial Centre for Entrepreneurship 

Tom Cooper Memorial University 

Paul Brett Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial University 

Bill Carter MI/ Centre for Applied Ocean Technology 

Kelley Santos Marine Institute 

Kim Myrick Memorial University 

Sonja Knutson Memorial University -- Internationalization Office 

Ashlee Cunsolo Labrador Institute of Memorial University 

Victoria Collins Memorial University 

Paula Mendonça Memorial University 

Neil  Bose Memorial University 

Charlie Mather Memorial University, Geography Department 

Paul Foley Memorial University (Grenfell Campus) 

Thomas Brown Fisheries and Marine Institute of MUN 

Noori Saady Memorial University 

Baiyu Zhang Memorial University 

Jonathan Anderson Memorial University 

duncan McIlroy Bonne Bay Marine Station 

David Molyneux Ocean Engineering Research Centre 

Hodjat Shiri MUN 

Keith Hutchings Canadian Centre for Fisheries Innovation 

Rebeccah Sandrelli Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Joe Wroblewski Memorial Universiity 

Paul Snelgrove Memorial University  

Vanessa Byrne Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Iain McGaw Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Kurt Gamperl Dept. of Ocean Sciences 

Javier Santander MUN 

Chris Parrish Memorial University 

Danny Boyce Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Matthew Rise Memorial University 

cyr couturier marine institute 

Danielle Nichols Department of Ocean Sciences, Memorial University 

Travis Fridgen Memorial University 

Gerald Singh Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Evan Andrews MUN 

Lillian Saul Memorial University 

Total = 37     
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Business     

Stephen Green PAL Aerospace 

Kieran Hanley NEIA 

Todd Hartlaub CNOOC  

Cathy Hogan OceansAdvance Inc. 

Almas Kassam Cenovus 

Steve Barrett eDNAtec Inc.  

Colleen McConnell Husky Energy 

Roseanne Leonard NL Association of CBDCs 

jennifer matthews Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 

Carey Bonnell Ocean Choice International 

Shelly Petten PanGeo Subsea Inc. 

Mark Shrimpton Stantec 

Scott Tessier C-NLOPB 

Tracey Simpson BHP 

Michael Maguire Currach Consulting Limited 

Ben Wiper 3F Waste Recovery 

Ralph Eldridge Canada’s Ocean Supercluster  

Dave Finn Petroleum Research Newfoundland and Labrador 

Mark Lane NAIA 

Darrell Green Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association 

Stephanie Gruchy Pennecon Technical Services 

Dhiraj KC Pennecon 

Randy Green MAMKA 

Nancy Andrews Canada's Ocean Supercluster 

Jason Kean Pennecon  

Total = 25     

      

Fed Gov't     

Gillian Skinner Dept of Industry Energy and Technology 

Joanne Smyth DFO 

Ann-Margaret White Fisheries and Oceans 

Sara Lewis Fisheries and Oceans 

Jacqueline Perry Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

Adrian Egbers ACOA 

David McNeil ACOA 

Dave Boland ACOA 

Manuel Hackett ACOA 

Jason Kelly Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

Scott Dawe ACOA 

Yinan Yang Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

Brian McShane Innovation, Science and Economic Development 
Canada 

Surita Maddox Innovation Science and Economic Canada 
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Jackie Janes Fisheries & Oceans Canada 

David Murrin National Research Council 

Greg Stamp ACOA 

Michael Murphy Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

Qais Majali Work Global Canada  

Bobbi Rees Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

Christina Pretty DFO 

Elizabeth Marshall Senate of Canada 

Total = 22     

      

Prov. Gov't     

Katie Norman Government of NL 

John  Cowan Dept of Industry Energy and Technology 

Nicole Rowsell Gov NL 

Emma Corbett Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

Jonathan Kawaja Fisheries Forestry and Agriculture 

Steve Moyse Government of NL 

Leonard House Department of Fisheries, Forestry and Agriculture 

Total = 7     

      

Labour     

Alyse Stuart FFAW 

Robert Keenan  FFAW 

Keith Sullivan FFAW 

Kerry Murray NL Federation of labour 

Total = 4 
  

   

Indigenous Org.     

GEORGE RUSSELL NunatuKavut 

Aaron Dale Torngat Joint Fisheries Board 

Brian Burke Nunavut Fisheries Association 

Total = 3     

      

Municipal Gov't     

Gary Corbett Oceans Holyrood Initiative 

Elizabeth Lawrence City of St. John's 

Total = 2     
   

College of the North Atlantic/Other Ed. 

Judy Dobson College of the North ATlantic 

Total = 1     

      

Other     

Carolann Harding SmartICE Sea Ice Monitoring & Information Inc 

Total = 1     
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Total # Participants = 
102 

  

 
 
 



APPENDIX B: AGENDA 

 
 

Time Agenda Item 

9:00 AM Welcome & Introduction 
- Welcome 

- Intro to BES by Jacqueline Perry (DFO) 

- NL Industry Facts by Caron Hawco 

9:15 AM Breakout Sessions (1) 
 

- Please introduce yourself, and how your organization provides a 
strength to NL in this topic area of the Blue Economy  

- What is the greatest challenge for NL in this topic area of the Blue 
Economy? 

- What other “big opportunity” do you see for NL in this topic area? 
- How can Memorial University support NL’s Blue Economy in this 

thematic area? 
 

10:00 
AM 

10 Minute Break 

10:10 
AM 

Breakout Sessions (2) 
 

- Please introduce yourself, and how your organization provides a 
strength to NL in this topic area of the Blue Economy  

- What is the greatest challenge for NL in this topic area of the Blue 
Economy? 

- What other “big opportunity” do you see for NL in this topic area? 
- How can Memorial University support NL’s Blue Economy in this 

thematic area? 
 

10:55 
AM 

10 Minute Break 

11:05 
AM 

Breakout Sessions (3) 
 

- Please introduce yourself, and how your organization provides a 
strength to NL in this topic area of the Blue Economy  

- What is the greatest challenge for NL in this topic area of the Blue 
Economy? 

- What other “big opportunity” do you see for NL in this topic area? 
- How can Memorial University support NL’s Blue Economy in this 

thematic area? 
 

11:50 
AM 

Concluding remarks 

12:00 
PM  

Event ends 
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